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Photos of Kannada actor Swathi Sathish with a swollen face were shared online. Swathi underwent a root canal treatment that caused the swelling.
Swathi Sathish has worked in films such as FIR and ...
Kannada actor Swathi Sathish looks unrecognisable after her root canal surgery goes wrong
In a shocking incident, Kannada actor Swathi Sathish looks unrecognisable after her root canal surgery went wrong. The actor, who is famous for her
work in films such as FIR and 6 to 6 ...
Kannada Actor Swathi Sathish’s Root Canal Surgery Goes Wrong, Suffers Swollen Face And Massive Pain
Popular Kannada daily soap 'Nammane Yuvarani' has successfully completed 1000 episodes. It is indeed one of the most loved daily soaps on
Kannada TV. The show has managed to score better on the ...
Kannada TV show 'Nammane Yuvarani' successfully completes 1000 episodes
BENGALURU: High drama prevailed on Mysuru Road and in RR Nagar on Sunday, after several pro-Kannada activists, including Karnataka Rakshana
Vedike, tried to remove and vandalise welcome banners ...
Kannada activists attempt to remove Hindi banners, detained
Kannada activists from Karnataka Rakshana Vedike (KRV) blackened several flex boards on Mysuru Road welcoming Prime Minister Narendra Modi
as they were in Hindi. The flex boards indicated they ...
Kannada activists blacken Hindi flex boards ahead of Modi visit
Hamsalekha said Basavanna and Kuvempu were the equivalent of Kannada and Karnataka and any insult to them warrants an agitation. “When both
are insulted, what is the point of us?” he said.
Kannada groups begin stir amid textbook row
Gururaja B R, DHNS, Kalaburagi, A verification email has been sent to your inbox. Please verify to complete the subscription.
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Woman impresses PM with her Kannada; he tells her he would have made her contest polls
Yes, the KGF franchise starring Yash put the Kannada film industry on the world map, but that doesn’t mean Sandalwood wasn’t a big name before.
In fact, many find it surprising, some even ...
Deepika Padukone to Rekha, Divas Who Started Their Careers With Kannada Films
If she agrees, this will mark her debut in Kannada cinema. After the gigantic blockbuster of 'KGF Chapter 2', all the eyes are on the next film of Yash
and the project ‘#Yash19’ is currently ...
Is Pooja Hedge making her Kannada debut with ‘#Yash19’?
A degree college in Dakshina Kannada district has suspended for a week six students who wore their dupattas like hijabs in their classrooms, amid
rekindled protests on campuses against the ban on the ...
College suspends 6 girls for wearing headscarf in Dakshina Kannada
To honour the contribution of the healthcare fraternity and acknowledge their inspirational efforts in keeping the citizens of this country safe,
News18 Kannada is all set to host the ‘Amrith ...
News18 Kannada to hold ‘Amrith Noni Healthcare Awards 2022’ on June 26
Former Karnataka chief minister HD Kumaraswamy on Wednesday expressed shock at the order of the state government to select only Hindispeaking students for tours of other states and called it a ...
Former Karnataka CM Kumaraswamy warns of protest if order excluding Kannada students from school excursions not withdrawn
Dakshina Kannada topped the score card among districts in Karnataka with 88.02% students passing the II PU exams, followed by Udupi with
86.38%. The two districts stood at the top of the table in ...
II PU examination: Dakshina Kannada emerges as Karnataka PU topper
Bengaluru: The three accused persons, who attacked Bhartiya Kisan Union leader Rakesh Singh Tikait, have taken a u-turn and claimed that they
attacked him for not speaking in Kannada, police ...
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